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Abstract

Two-dimensional axisymmetric Eulerian/Eulerian simulations of two-phase (gas/liquid) transient flow were performed using a multiphase
flow algorithm based on the finite-volume method. These numerical simulations cover laboratory scale bubble columns of different
diameters, operated over a range of superficial gas velocities ranging from the bubbly to the churn turbulent regime. The bubble population
balance equation (BPBE) is implemented in the two-fluid model that accounts for the drag force and employs the modifiedk–� turbulence
model in the liquid phase. Several available bubble breakup and coalescence closures are tested. Quantitative agreements between the
experimental data and simulations are obtained for the time-averaged axial liquid velocity profiles, as well as for the kinetic energy profiles,
only when model predicted breakup rate is increased by a factor of ten to match the coalescence rate. The calculated time-averaged gas
holdup profiles deviate in shape from the measured ones and suggest that full three-dimensional simulation is needed. Implementation
of BPBE leads to better agreement with data, especially in the churn-turbulent flow regime, compared to the simulation based on an
estimated constant mean bubble diameter. Differences in the predicted interfacial area density, with and without BPBE implementation,
are significant. The choice of bubble breakup and coalescence closure does not have a significant impact on the simulated results as long
as the magnitude of breakup is increased tenfold.
� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Bubble column reactors are widely used in a variety of
industries such as for Fischer–Tropsch synthesis, in fine
chemicals production, in oxidation and hydrogenation re-
actions, in coal liquefaction, in fermentation and, more
recently, in cell cultures, waste water treatment and single
cell protein production. The primary advantages of bubble
column reactors are easy construction due to no moving
parts (which leads to easier maintenance), high gas–liquid
interfacial area, good mass/heat transfer rate between
gas and liquid phase, and large liquid holdup which is
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favorable for slow liquid phase reactions (Shah et al., 1982).
The operation of bubble column reactors is affected by
global operating parameters such as gas superficial veloc-
ity, operating pressure and temperature, and liquid height.
The many hydrodynamic variables that influence bubble
column performance are: gas holdup distribution, bubble
breakup, coalescence and dispersion rate, bubble rise ve-
locity, bubble size distribution, gas–liquid interfacial area
concentration distribution, gas–liquid mass/heat transfer
coefficients and the extent of liquid phase backmixing
(Krishna et al., 1996; Dudukovic et al., 1997). In design,
scale-up and scale-down of such reactors the understand-
ing of the fluid dynamics is a critical issue. One should
stress that from the industrial point of view churn-turbulent
flow is of most interest as it ensures high volumetric
productivity.
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The dynamics of gas–liquid flows has been a topic of
research for the last several decades. Various methods are
available for the simulation of dispersed two-phase flows.
They range from model-free direct numerical simulations
(DNS) (Druzhinin and Elghobashi, 1998; Bunner and
Tryggvason, 1999; Joseph, 2002) to continuum-based mod-
els requiring a considerable number of closure relationships
(Kashiwa and Rauenzahn, 1994; Lahey and Drew, 2001). In
principle, multiphase flow can be mathematically described
by the basic equations of fluid mechanics. However, due to
excessive cost and unavailability of fast enough comput-
ers, DNS simulations are unsuitable for practical industrial
situations. For similar reasons, the Eulerian–Lagrangian ap-
proach (e.g.Lapin and Lübbert, 1994; Delnoij et al., 1997)
has been limited to the situation where the gas velocity
and gas holdup is relatively low. The Eulerian–Eulerian
approach (e.g.,Drew, 1983; Torvik and Svendsen, 1990;
Sokolichin and Eigenberger, 1994; Krishna et al., 2000;
Pan et al., 2000), also referred to as the two-fluid model,
describes the motion of the two-phase mixture in a macro-
scopic sense. To model the drag force term, which is one
of the key closures, most numerical simulations resort to a
single particle model with a so-called “mean” bubble size
(e.g. Sokolichin and Eigenberger, 1994; Pan et al., 2000).
This is mostly done because modeling different sizes of
bubbles as individual phases leads to unrealistic computa-
tional cost and has numerical convergence problems. The
assumption of a single bubble size is justified in bubbly flow
because bubble–bubble interactions are weak and bubble
sizes are narrowly distributed. However, in churn-turbulent
flow, where most industrial applications lie, bubble–bubble
interactions result in widely distributed bubble sizes that
may be substantially different from the “mean” bubble size
assumption. In addition, in order to generate a simulation
result that resembles available data, the “mean” bubble size
is customarily adjusted by a trial-and-error procedure and
the value so chosen often is far from reality. To overcome
this problem, Krishna and coauthors (e.g.,Krishna et al.,
2000; van Baten and Krishna, 2001) have introduced the
concept of two bubble classes (“large” and “small” bubbles)
for churn-turbulent flow and prescribed phenomenological
relations for evaluation of the representative size of the two
classes and their volume fractions.

There still is a need, when evaluating the performance of
existing bubble column reactors and when designing new
ones in churn-turbulent flow, to assess the gas holdup ra-
dial distribution, because it drives liquid recirculation, and
local interfacial area concentration distribution, because it
is essential to mass transfer. An engineering level of accu-
racy is needed. Based on extensive studies by many authors,
we know that the two-fluid model based codes (e.g. FLU-
ENT, CFX, CFDLIB, etc.) that utilize the mean bubble size
concept cannot predict well the observed gas holdup ra-
dial profiles even in 3D simulation while the predicted ve-
locity profiles and overall gas holdup estimates are pretty
good (Pan and Dudukovic, 2001). Some improvement is

acclaimed byKrishna et al. (2000)who used two bub-
ble classes of constant size without inter-class interaction
throughout the column.

Moreover, available estimates of the local interfacial area
are based on the predicted local gas holdup and assumed
mean bubble size and are likely in error. To remedy this sit-
uation, the implementation of the bubble population balance
model (BPBE) in the Eulerian–Eulerian model is needed.
This eliminates the assumption of either single constant bub-
ble size or of small and large bubble and possibly may im-
prove the gas holdup profile prediction. Most importantly,
the implementation of BPBE allows one to predict the bub-
ble size distribution locally, and eliminates the trial-and-
error procedure regarding the assignment of unknown mean
bubble diameter mentioned above, while providing the capa-
bility of predicting the interfacial area concentration locally
throughout the column.

We try to implement the bubble population balance equa-
tion (BPBE) in the Euler–Euler CFD representation to assess
how well we can predict liquid velocity and gas holdup pro-
files, as well as gas–liquid interfacial area and liquid back
mixing. The first two are compared with the available ex-
perimental data.

2. Experimental data

At the Chemical Reaction Engineering Laboratory, Wash-
ington University in St. Louis, the unique CARPT-CT fa-
cilities allow non-invasive monitoring of the velocity and
holdup profiles of two phases in opaque multiphase system
on a single platform (Devanathan et al., 1990; Yang et al.,
1992b; Kumar et al., 1997; Degaleesan, 1997; Chen et al.,
1999; Degaleesan et al., 2001).

In a set of cylindrical air–water bubble columns,
Degaleesan (1997)experimentally studied the time-averaged
velocity and turbulence parameters of the liquid phase by
using the Computer Automated Radioactive Particle Track-
ing (CARPT) Technique. CARPT is a non-invasive tech-
nique for tracking the trajectory of a radioactive particle. In
CARPT, one resorts to tagging the “typical fluid element”
with a gamma ray source (i.e., the liquid phase is tagged
with a neutrally buoyant radioactive particle containing
Scandium-46). The particle location at each time instant,
xp(t), can be reconstructed from a record of the gamma-ray
photon counts at a number of strategically located NaI scin-
tillating detectors, and a pre-established calibration between
the detector counts and tracer particle location. Tracer par-
ticle trajectory is acquired over a very long time, typically
18–20 h, in order to collect sufficient statistics (typically,
two million or more occurrences in the column). By time
differencing of successive particle positions one obtains
the instantaneous Lagrangian particle velocity,up(t), and
cross-correlation of these can be used to compute the com-
ponents of the turbulent eddy diffusivity tensor (Devanathan
et al., 1990; Yang et al., 1992a; Degaleesan, 1997).
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The time-averaged liquid velocities and turbulence param-
eters in the Eulerian framework, i.e., at different positions
in the column, can be calculated from CARPT data. The
column is divided into compartments. The velocity of the
particle is then assigned to that compartment which contains
the mid-point of the two successive positions of the parti-
cle. In this manner instantaneous velocities are assigned to
their respective compartments. Ensemble averaging is done
of the velocities in a given compartment over the number of
times (repetitions) that the particle visits that compartment.
The turbulence-related correlations can be calculated after
the mean velocities are obtained.

Degaleesan’s (1997)experiments were performed using
air and tap water, at atmospheric pressure. Three columns of
internal diameter 0.14, 0.19 and 0.44 m operated at several
different superficial gas velocities were studied.Table 1lists
the column diameter, superficial gas velocity, the column’s
static and dynamic height, and the sparger details.

Computed Tomography (CT) is used to measure time-
averaged phase holdup profiles in a vessel, such as gas
holdup profiles in a bubble column. By placing a strong
gamma-ray source in the plane of interest and a planar array
of collimated scintillation detectors on the other side of the
reactor, one measures attenuation in the beam of gamma
radiation. The attenuation is a function of the line-averaged
holdup distribution along the path of the beam. Many such
“projections” are obtained at different angular orientations
around the reactor. The complete set of projections is then
used to back-calculate the cross-sectional distribution of
densities. Since the density at any point in the cross-section
is a sum of densities of individual phases weighted by
their volume fractions, the cross-sectional volume fraction
(holdup) distribution of a particular phase can be uniquely
recovered provided only two phases are present. The total
scanning time is about 2 h, thus the scanned image pro-
vides a time-averaged cross-sectional distribution of mix-
ture density. The results for the two-dimensional holdup
distribution can be subsequently averaged azimuthally
for direct comparison against a suitable axisymmetric
simulation.

Details of the experimental setup and the procedures for
particle tracking and the tomographic techniques used are

Table 1
Column size, sparger design, operating conditions and the corresponding mesh parameters

Column Superficial Static Dynamic Sparger information �r(×10−3 m) �z(×10−3 m)
diameter gas velocity liquid height

(m) (m s−1) height (m) (m) Porosity (%) Size of holes (×10−4 m)

0.14 0.096 0.98 1.23 0.05 4.0 3.7 1.0
0.19 0.02 1.04 1.15 0.05 3.3 5.0 1.0

0.12 0.96 1.24 0.05 3.3 5.0 1.0
0.44 0.02 1.79 1.93 0.077 7.0 5.0 1.0

0.10 1.76 2.18 0.077 7.0 5.0 1.0

available elsewhere (Devanathan et al., 1990; Devanathan,
1991; Moslemian et al., 1992; Y 1992b; Kumar, 1994;
Kumar et al., 1995, 1997; Degaleesan, 1997; Roy, 2000).

3. Two-fluid model and population balance

In the present work, the flow in bubble columns was mod-
eled using the Eulerian multiphase model as incorporated in
the FLUENT software.

3.1. The Eulerian multiphase model

The governing equations in this approach can be derived
by ensemble averaging the fundamental conservation equa-
tions for each phase to describe the motion of liquid and gas
in a bubble column. Both the continuous and the dispersed
phases are modeled in the Eulerian frame of reference as in-
terpenetrating continua. The mass and momentum balance
equations are written for each phase separately. The momen-
tum equations of the phases interact with each other through
inter-phase momentum exchange terms. The representative
contributions to the derivation of this model include stud-
ies byDrew (1983), Kashiwa and Rauenzahn (1994), Zhang
and Prosperetti (1997)andDrew and Passmann (1999). The
continuity equation for each phase is written as

��k

�t
+ ∇ · (�kuk) = 0, (1)

where �k and uk are the volume fraction and the phase
averaged velocity, respectively, of the liquid phase (k = l)
and the gas phase (k = g). The momentum equation for the
liquid phase is

�(�k�kuk)

�t
+ ∇ · (�k�kukuk)

= −�k∇P + �k�kg ± Fkl + ∇ · (�k�k)

+ ∇ · (�k�ku′
ku′

k), (2)

where g is the gravity acceleration,Fkl is the interfacial
momentum exchange term,�k is the viscous stress tensor
which can be expressed by

�k = �k(∇uk + ∇uT
k ) − 2

3
�k∇ · ukI (3)
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and�k�ku′
ku′

k is the turbulent stress tensor which needs to
be closed by appropriate multiphase turbulence model. Due
to the loss of information in the averaging process, several
correlations (e.g., the interfacial momentum exchange term,
Fkl , in Eq. (2)) appear in the macroscopic equations which
need to be closed in terms of known variables. In a recent
review (Rafique et al., 2004) the various interfacial forces
have been discussed. The effect of added mass can be seen
only when high frequency fluctuations of the slip velocity
occur (Drew, 1983). These high frequency velocity fluctu-
ations (i.e.,u′

k), however, are not resolved in the two-fluid
model, and are lost in the averaging process. It has been esti-
mated that added mass force are much smaller than the drag
force (Oey et al., 2003) in bubbly flow. Even in gas–liquid
stirred tank, where the velocity fluctuation is much stronger
than in bubble column flows, the inclusion of added mass
force has at best a “tuning effect” on the simulation (Jenne,
1999). Mathematically, the inclusion of lift force should have
strong effect on the simulation.Oey et al. (2003)estimates
that the lift force component in the transversal direction has
the same order of magnitude as the corresponding drag force
component, providedCL = 0.5, whereCL is the lift force
coefficient. However, there are a number of lift forces (e.g.
Magnus force, Saffman force, lift force due to bubble defor-
mation, etc.) and there is a dispute regarding the magnitude
of the lift force coefficient (Lahey, 1990) and even the sign
of the dominant term (Jakobsen et al., 1997). In addition,
lift due to bubble deformation is suspected of been domi-
nant in churn turbulent flow and it hasn’t yet been modeled
properly for inclusion as closure in the Euler–Euler model,
and neglecting lift force one can still lead to good compari-
son with experimental data (Pan et al., 1999, 2000; Pan and
Dudukovic, 2001). Subject to these uncertainties, and based
on existing evidence that these forces are either smaller com-
pared to drag force or not yet properly modeled, only the
drag force is included, while the added mass force and lift
force are neglected in the model for inter-phase momentum
exchange. Upon completion of our 2D and 3D simulations
(in a subsequent paper), we will re-examine the issue of the
effect of these forces. The drag force term is calculated by

Md = 3

4
�g�l

�l

db
CD|ul − ug|(ul − ug). (4)

The liquid holdup,�l , in Eq. (4) accounts for the situation
of a bubble moving through a gas–liquid mixture instead of
a pure liquid. With this factor, we still use the drag law for a
single bubble to approximately calculate the drag coefficient,
CD (Schiller and Naumann, 1933):

CD =
{

24
(

1+0.15Re0.687

Re

)
Re�1000,

0.44 Re>1000,
(5)

whereRe = db|ul − ug|�l/ul . By using Eqs. (4) and (5),
we attempt to model the bubble–fluid momentum coupling
in a very complex system where bubbles of various sizes
and shapes exist by assuming that the local mean diameter
of the bubbles, which varies with time and position and can

be obtained from the population balance equation describes
the effect caused by multi-bubble interaction. It should be
noted that there are several drag coefficient correlations for
gas–liquid system (e.g.Ishii and Zuber, 1979; Tsuchiya
et al., 1997) developed from single bubble rising in qui-
escent liquid or in dilute bubbly flows. However, if they
are applied to churn-turbulent flow regime, these correla-
tions significantly overestimate drag coefficient thus one has
to artificially increases the bubble size. For example, when
Tsuchiya et al.’s (1997)correlation is used to calculate the
drag force, the mean bubble size is assigned to 32 mm (from
experimentally observed∼ 7 mm) to fit the liquid axial ve-
locity profile in a 0.44 m diameter air–water column oper-
ated atUg = 0.10 m/s (Pan and Dudukovic, 2000).

The local bubble diameter is an important needed input
parameter for the simulation. In the past it was either esti-
mated from former experience or by a trial-and error method,
or it was calculated from available mean bubble diameter
correlations. A single value was assigned for whole column
in most previous studies except for Krishna and coauthors
who uses two bubble classes. In this work we obtain the
local mean bubble diameter via the BPBE as discussed in
the next section.

Turbulence in the liquid phase is modeled through a set of
modifiedk–� equations with extra terms that include inter-
phase turbulent momentum transfer (Launder and Spalding,
1974; Elghobashi and Abou-Arab, 1983). For the dispersed
gas phase, turbulence closure is effected through correlations
from the theory of dispersion of discrete particles by homo-
geneous turbulence (Tchen, 1947). All of these closures are
subject to uncertainties when used in churn-turbulent flow
and may need to be improved in the future.

3.2. Bubble Population Balance Equation (BPBE)

In bubble columns, the initial bubble size is determined
by the formation of bubbles at the sparger. However, this
initial bubble size may not be stable due to turbulence,
interfacial instability, wake entrainment, size dependent
rise velocity difference and shear layer induced velocity
difference. In all these cases, the bubble’s size is further
determined by a break-up and/or coalescence mechanism.
In reaction systems, in addition to the break-up and coa-
lescence, mass transfer should also been considered. Phase
change and pressure change may also need to be taken into
account.

Since the interfacial area concentration changes with the
variation in the bubble number density due to coalescence
and break-up, analogous to Boltzmann’s transport equation,
a population balance model can be used to provide a statis-
tical formulation to describe the dispersed phase in multi-
phase flow. Generally, the population balance equation can
be expressed as

�
�t

f (x, v, t) + ∇ · (ub(x, v, t)f (x, v, t)) = S(x, v, t). (6)
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In this equationf (x, v, t) is the bubble number density func-
tion which is assumed to be continuous and specifies the
probable number density of bubbles at a given timet , in the
spatial range d�x about a position�x, with bubble volumes
betweenv and v + dv. ub(x, v, t) is the local velocity of
bubble volumes betweenv andv + dv at time t . S(x, v, t)
is the source term which can be expressed as

S(x, v, t)

= 1
2

∫ v

0
a(v − v′, v′)f (x, v − v′, t)f (x, v′, t)dv′

− f (x, v, t)
∫ ∞

0
a(v, v′)f (x, v′, t)dv′

+
∫ ∞

v

m(v′)b(v′)P (v, v′)f (x, v′, t)dv′

− b(v)f (x, v, t) + Sph + Sp + Sr + · · · , (7)

where the first term is the birth rate of bubbles of volume
v due to coalescence of bubbles of volumev − v′ andv′,
the second term is the death rate of bubbles of volumev

due to coalescence with other bubbles, the third term is the
birth rate of bubbles of volumev due to breakup of bubbles
which volume larger thanv, and the fourth term is the death
rate of bubble of volumev due to breakup. In addition,Sph,
Sp and Sr are the bubble source/sink terms due to phase
change, pressure change and reaction, respectively;a(v, v′)
is coalescence frequency between bubbles of volumev and
v′, b(v) is the breakup frequency of bubbles of volumev,
m(v′) is the mean number of daughter bubbles produced by
breakup of a parent bubble of volumev′ andP(v, v′) is the
p.d.f. of daughter bubbles produced upon breakup of a parent
bubble with volumev′. It is clear that the source term needs
to be closed by modeling bubble breakup and coalescence.

3.2.1. Breakup closures
Two options are considered in this study. First, the breakup

kernel, as given byLuo and Svendsen (1996), for binary
breakup is used (Fig.1a).

�B(vi : vf BV ) = cB(1 − �g)ni

( �
d2

)1/3
∫ 1

�min

(1 + �)2

�11/3

× exp

(
− 12cf �

��c�2/3d5/3�11/3

)
d�, (8)

where�B(v : vf BV ) is the breakup rate per unit volume
of the continuous phase (m−3 s−1) of a parent bubble with
volumev into a daughter bubble with volumevf BV (fBV is
the volume fraction of the parent bubble that constitutes the
volume of one daughter bubble),cf is defined as the ratio
of increased surface area of daughter bubbles with respect
to the surface area of parent bubble (i.e.,cf = f

2/3
BV + (1 −

fBV )2/3 − 1), � = 	/d is the dimensionless eddy size, and
	 is the arriving eddy size. This model predicts the breakup
rate for bubbles of a given size yielding a prescribed com-
bination of the daughter bubble sizes, and thus does not
need a predefined daughter bubble size distribution. The

daughter bubble size distribution is a result that arises and
can be calculated directly from the model.

As a second option, we considered the phenomenological
model (Fig.1b) for bubble breakup frequency proposed by
Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a). This model is based on the
turbulence stress and surface tension force balance and was
validated with the authors’ experimental data. According to
this model,

�B(�, di) = Kgni

√
�(�di)2/3 − 12�/(�cdi)

di
(9)

where the constant� = 8.2 was given byBatchelor (1956),
andKg=0.25 was found experimentally byMartínez-Bazán
et al. (1999a). The daughter bubble probability density func-
tion of (p.d.f.) D∗ (D∗ is dimensionless diameter of the
daughter bubble with respect to parent bubble,D∗=D/D0),
f ∗(D∗), is given as

f ∗(D∗)

=
[
D∗2/3−
5/3

] [
(1−D∗3)2/9−
5/3

]
∫ D∗

max
D∗

min

[
D∗2/3−
5/3

] [
(1−D∗3)2/9−
5/3

]
d(D∗)

.

(10)

Based onLuo and Svendsen’s (1996)model, the daughter
bubble p.d.f. is U-shaped, while based onMartínez-Bazán
et al.’s (1999b)model, the daughter bubble p.d.f. is inverted
U- shaped (I-shaped). In this work, we investigated the effect
of these quite different breakup closures.

3.2.2. Coalescence closures
The coalescence rates�C (m−3 s−1) is usually written as

the product of collision rate�ij (m−3 s−1) and coalescence
efficiencyPC (Fig. 2):

�C = �ijPC(di, dj ). (11)

The collision rate of bubbles per unit volume�ij (m−3 s−1),
as given bySaffman and Turner (1956), can be written as

�ij = �
4
ninj (di + dj )

2�1/3(d
2/3
i + d

2/3
j )1/2. (12)

In Eq. (12), di , dj are the diameter of bubbles of class
i and j with their number density been given byni andnj ,
respectively.� is the turbulent energy dissipation rate per
unit volume of liquid.Prince and Blanch (1990)proposed
a collision frequency model based on the summation of the
turbulent collision rate, buoyancy-driven collision rate and
laminar shear collision rate. Only the turbulence collision
rate is considered in this work:

�ij = 0.089�ninj (dbi + dbj )
2�1/3(d

2/3
bi + d

2/3
bj )1/2. (13)

Several expressions have been proposed for dimension-
less coalescence efficiency.Prince and Blanch (1990)
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Fig. 1. Breakup model illustration (a)Luo and Svendsen (1996), (b) Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a,b).
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v1
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hcritical
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Fig. 2. Bubble coalescence in turbulent flow.

suggested:

PC(ri, rj ) = exp


−

(
r3
ij�c

16�

)1/2

�1/3 ln h0
hf

r
2/3
ij


 ,

rij =
[

1

2

(
1

ri
+ 1

rj

)]−1

, (14)

whereri , rj are the radius of bubbles of classi andj, h0, hf

are the initial and critical film thickness between coalescing

bubbles. Another expression for the coalescence efficiency
(dimensionless) was given byChesters (1991)as

PC = exp

[
−c

(
We

2

)1/2
]
, We = �c(�dij )

2/3dij

2�
, (15)

where

dij =
[

1

2

(
1

di
+ 1

dj

)]−1

is the equivalent bubble diameter. A third alternative ex-
pression for coalescence efficiency (dimensionless) was
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proposed byLuo (1993)as

PC(di, dj )

= exp


−c

[
0.75(1 + �2

ij )(1 + �3
ij )
]1/2

(�d/�c + 0.5)1/2(1 + �ij )
3 We

1/2
ij


 , (16)

whereWeij = �cdi ū
2
ij /�, �ij = di/dj , ūij = (ū2

i + ū2
j )

1/2 =
ūi (1 + �−2/3

ij ), ūi = �1/2(�di)1/2.

3.2.3. Solution of the BPBE
There is no analytical solution for Eq. (6) except for a few

cases, thus the gas phase needs to be discretized inton sub-
classes according to bubble size, and be solved separately.
Theoretically, one can always solve the continuity and mo-
mentum equation ofN gas phases (N equals the number
of distinct bubble sizes to be tracked) and the liquid phase.
However, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to get a large
number of highly non-linear momentum equations to con-
verge in a realistic period of time (e.g., 2(N + 1) equations
in 2D and 3(N + 1) in 3D). To circumvent the problem of
solving momentum equations forN + 1 separate phases,
only the continuity and momentum equation for two phases
(gas and liquid) is solved as shown below. The population
balance equation for theith bubble class can be written as

�
�t

ni + ∇ · (ubni) = Si, (17)

whereni is ith bubble class local number density andub is
the local bubble velocity vector. Reaction and phase change
are neglected in the present work and the source term due to
pressure change is neglected as well. Therefore, the source
term Si is only due to breakup and coalescence of bub-
bles and its closures will be discussed later. In the present
implementation of BPBE in the Euler–Euler model, all the
bubbles are assumed to move at identical velocity which
equals the local ensemble averaged gas phase velocity,ug,
obtained from the solution of the Euler–Euler model. This
avoids solvingN + 1 momentum equation. Bubble–bubble
momentum exchange due to collisions is neglected. In ad-
dition to local gas velocityug, the source term in Eq. (17)
also needs local gas holdup and turbulent energy dissipa-
tion rate as input, which is obtained from the solution of the
Euler–Euler model equation andk–� model. The assump-
tion that all bubbles travel at the same velocity locally can
be questioned as it removes the possibility of bubbles seg-
regating due to different velocities. To test this assumption
Chen (2004)implemented the BPBE also in the Algebraic
Slip Mixture Model (ASMM). Since only the mixture mo-
mentum equation needs now to be solved it is possible to
let each bubble class move at the velocity that depends on
the size. The results of the ASMM, based on different bub-
ble velocities dependent on size, were compared with the
ASMM results based on single bubble velocity independent
on size, and were found in excellent agreement. One can

hypothesize that the physical explanation for this may be in
the fact that in churn turbulent flow at high holdups gas re-
ally moves at a prevalent velocity induced by large eddies
and is not dependent on bubble size. Hence, single bubble
velocity was used in the two-fluid model.

It should be noted that the basic idea, in discretizating
the BPBE, is that bubbles in a size range, sayRi , are as-
signed to a pivotal sizexi . However, breakup and coales-
cence processes may produce bubbles that arebetweensuch
pivotal sizes (except in the case of a uniform linear grid,
i.e., xi = ivmin) and must be reassigned to the pivots (see
Fig.3). The reassignment must be done carefully to preserve
the accurate calculation of the selected moments of the p.d.f.
of bubble sizes.Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996)proposed
the following way to preserve any selected moments. For
xi �v <xi+1, let the fraction of bubbles of sizev assigned
to xi be denoted by�(i)i , and a fraction�(i)i+1 be assigned to
sizexi+1. The reassignment will preserve therth moment
provided:

�(i)i (v)xr
i + �(i)i+1(v)x

r
i+1 = vr for r = r1, r2. (18)

These two equations above (i.e., Eq. (18) forr = r1 and
r2) yield a unique solution for the quantity�(i)i (v). In the
present work,r was set to 0 and 1 to preserve the mass bal-
ance and the number balance, respectively, during the reas-
signment process. Then, the source term for Eq. (17) may be
written as

Si(x, t) =
j �k∑

xi−1 � (xj+xk)�xi

×
(

1−1

2
�jk

)[
�(i−1)
i (xj+xk)a(xk, xj )NjNk

]

+
j �k∑

xi � (xj+xk)�xi+1

(
1 − 1

2
�jk

)

×
[
�(i)i (xj + xk)a(xk, xj )NjNk

]

− Ni

M∑
j=0

a(xi, xj )Nj

+
M∑
j=i

Njm(xj )b(xj )�i,j − b(xi)Ni, (19)

where �i,j = ∫ xi
xi−1

�(i−1)
i (v)P (v, xj )dv + ∫ xi+1

xi
�(i)i (v)P

(v, xj )dv andNi (m−3) is the number density of theith
bubble class.

Eq. (17), which is indeed a scalar transport equation, is
solved along with the two-fluid model in a sequential manner
to obtain for each bubble class its local number densityni .
The local mean bubble size, which is needed to calculate the
drag force, is given as

db =
∑N

i=1 nid
3
i∑N

i=1 nid
2
i

. (20)
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Fig. 3. Bubble reassignment to pivots.

The calculated local mean bubble size,db, varies with time
and location and is used to calculate the drag force between
the two phases.

It should be noted that there are many breakup and coa-
lescence models for liquid–liquid dispersion, which are not
applicable for gas–liquid systems. Besides, breakup mod-
els that do not specify the daughter bubble p.d.f. cannot be
used. In this work, we used pertinent available breakup and
coalescence closures for gas–liquid systems.

4. Results and discussion

In order to allow a quantitative comparison with exper-
imental data, we set the conditions for our simulations as
those used in the experiments ofKumar (1994), Kumar
et al. (1997), Degaleesan (1997), Chen et al. (1999)and
Degaleesan et al. (2001). The column size, operating condi-
tions and sparger details, which are needed to calculate ini-
tial bubble diameter at the distributor, and the correspond-
ing mesh parameters used for the simulation are listed in
Table 1. Initially the column is filled with liquid (water),
i.e., �l = 1; �g = 0, up to the level that matches the static
liquid height in the experiment. Above this level, the initial
condition is�l = 0; �g = 1. To prevent liquid escape from
the column (since no net liquid flow is used), the compu-
tational domain in the axial direction is about 100% higher
than the static liquid height. The gas is introduced at the
bottom of the column where only the gas phase is allowed
to pass through. Since it is impossible (and it is not nec-
essary) to resolve the gas injectors used in the experiments
(e.g., 0.33–0.7 mm diameter holes on the perforated plate)
with the currently employed mesh, the gas feed is introduced
uniformly over the bottom plane in the simulation. Finally,
the pressure condition, i.e., the atmospheric pressure, is im-
posed on the top of the column.

It is worth noting that the real observed bubble column
flows are highly transient and turbulent with rising three-
dimensional vortical bubble swarms which cause smaller
bubbles and liquid to be trailed in their wakes. The flow
never reaches steady-state but time averaging produces

Table 2
Implemented breakup and coalescence closures

Case Breakup closure Coalescence closure

1 Luo and Svendsen (1996) Chesters, 1991
2 Luo and Svendsen (1996) Luo, 1993
3 Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a,b) Luo, 1993
4 Luo and Svendsen (1996) Prince and Blanch, 1990

reproducable stationary patterns. The axisymmetric bound-
ary condition in 2D computations, however, causes the
liquid flow to develop very quickly (5–10 s of real time)
and reach its long-time stationary pattern. Thus, in 2D ax-
isymmetric simulation the realizations of the instantaneous
hydrodynamic properties cannot be captured, as the instan-
taneous flow is never axisymmetric in reality, i.e., significant
instantaneous azimuthal and radial components do always
exist. Besides, the time-scale of the dynamic flows cannot
be captured as well. However, the experiments had shown
repeatedly (Hills, 1974; Svendsen et al., 1992; Degaleesan,
1997) that, in the time-averaged sense, there is a stationary
axisymmetric flow pattern in a cylindrical bubble column.
Therefore, it is possible that 2D axisymmetric simulation
captures the essence of certain time-averaged hydrody-
namic properties in bubble column flows. Since these 2D
computations are so much faster to perform, we want to
examine to what extent they capture the experimental evi-
dence. Moreover, it is also important to learn the effect of
different breakup and coalescence closures before one per-
forms full 3D computations. The breakup and coalescence
models implemented in the simulation are listed inTable 2.

In churn turbulent flow regime, experimental evidence
indicates that there are no significant gas holdup axial gradi-
ents in the fully developed flow region (Bukur et al., 1996),
which indicates that the breakup and coalescence phenom-
ena are close to equilibrium. This invariance with axial po-
sition of radial gas holdup profiles was also experimentally
captured byShollenberger et al. (2000), George et al. (2000)
andOng (2003). In contrast, in our simulations the model
predicted coalescence rate is about one order of magnitude
higher than the predicted breakup rate calculated from the
reported breakup closures. If the coalescence rate is reduced
by a factor of 10 in the simulation (i.e.,�B = �original

B ,

�C = 0.1�original
C ), the simulated mean bubble diameter

cannot reach equilibrium in the column. Therefore, breakup
rates are enhanced by a factor of 10 (i.e.,�B =10.0�original

B ,

�C = �original
C ) in all the simulations. It is important to

emphasize that this factor of 10 arose as an engineering
estimate and one could obtain “better” comparison against
observed data by tweaking this factor. By doing so, however,
one loses the predictive nature of CFD, which is one of the
main purposes of numerical simulation. Thus, the factor by
which breakup rate predicted by reported models is multi-
plied is fixed at 10 for all the cases studied in this work. One
possible reason is the turbulent energy dissipation from the
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Table 3
Bubble classes tracked in simulation

Class index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Bubble diameter (×10−3 m) 1.00 1.26 1.60 2.00 2.50 3.20 4.00 5.04
Class index 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Bubble diameter (×10−3 m) 6.35 8.00 10.08 12.70 16.00 20.16 25.40 32.00

turbulence model is not necessarily a physical value (Bertola
et al., 2003). A better turbulence model, which properly
models the energy containing eddies, is needed in the
future.

In our simulation bubbles from 1.0 to 32.0 mm in diameter
are divided into 16 classes such thatvi =2vi−1 (seeTable 3).
The bubble diameter at the sparger (i.e., boundary condition
for BPBE) is assumed to be uniform and is calculated from
Miyahara et al. (1983)correlation, which can be written as

ds = f (Nw)/(g�l/�dh)
1/3, (21)

where

f (Nw) = 2.9, Nw �1,
f (Nw) = 2.9N−0.188

w , 1<Nw �2,
f (Nw) = 1.8N0.5

w , 2<Nw �4,
f (Nw) = 3.6, 4<Nw,

Nw = We/Fr1/2 = d1.5
o Ugh�lg

0.5

�
.

The mean bubble size, assigned to the whole column for all
the simulations performed without the BPBE and breakup
and coalescence models, is calculated fromWilkinson’s
(1991)correlation which can be written as

db = 3g−0.44�0.34�0.22
l �−0.45

l �−0.11
g U−0.02

g . (22)

In Fig. 4 the computed time-and-azimuthally averaged
liquid axial velocity profiles,Uz(r), are compared against
the data obtained by CARPT for the operating conditions
reported inTable 1. Different breakup-coalescence closures
of Table 2used in the computation are indicated in the leg-
end of each figure.Wilkinson’s (1991)model indicates that
single bubble size calculated from his correlation is used
throughout the column without BPBE implementation. The
compared profiles are for the middle section of the column
where the mean flow is usually assumed one-dimensional.

The general shape of the velocity profile is well captured
and the discrepancy in the model predicted and CARPT-
measured time-averaged axial liquid velocity diminishes as
one moves radially outwards in the column. The computed
time-averaged liquid velocity from the crossover point to
the wall is well predicted while the experimentally observed
values in the core region are over-predicted. The observed
difference between the data and predicted velocities could
be due to the turbulence model (k–� model) used in the
simulation which assumes isotropic unbounded turbulence.

Figs. 4b and d illustrate that, with or without BPBE imple-
mented, the simulated liquid velocity profiles are similar in
bubbly flow regime where breakup and coalescence phenom-
ena arenot important. In the churn-turbulent flow regime
(Figs.4a, c, and e) where breakup and coalescence phenom-
ena areimportant, the liquid velocity profiles obtained from
simulations with BPBE implemented are closer to the data
than those based on an assigned single bubble size obtained
from correlation; this is especially true in the core region.
However, the effect of different bubble breakup and coales-
cence models on the simulated liquid velocity profile is in-
significant. In all five cases, the simulated centerline liquid
velocities are over-predicted which could be due to the na-
ture of the 2D axisymmetric simulation. As mentioned ear-
lier, there are significant instantaneous radial and azimuthal
liquid velocity components which cannot be captured in 2D
axisymmetric simulation. If the pertinent physics is properly
modeled, the actual instantaneous mean energy of the liq-
uid flow, which is acquired from the gas phase (air) due to
gas–liquid momentum exchange, and in reality contains con-
tributions from axial, radial and azimuthal velocities, must
be the same in 2D axisymmetric simulation which contains
only contributions from the axial velocity. This implies that
the magnitude of the axial liquid velocity in the 2D axisym-
metric simulation has to be over-predicted which is what is
seen in all the cases studied.

One may notice that our prediction of the time-averaged
liquid axial velocity that is based on the mean bubble size
assumption without involving the BPBE is worse than some
reported in other studies presented in the open literature. This
is due to the fact that our computation that uses the mean
bubble size assumption in this work remains predictive as the
bubble diameter used as input is calculated fromWilkinson’s
(1991)correlation and is not selected to fit the data better. In
fact, one may “tweak” the input bubble diameter to obtain a
“better” fit, as illustrated inFig. 5. The mean bubble diameter
used inFig. 5 is 8.5 mm. In the literature it is not always
clear whether the mean bubble size used or the simulation
was based on independent experimental evidence or was
adjusted to fit the data.

In Fig. 6 the computed time-and-azimuthally averaged
liquid kinetic energy (obtained by solution of thek–� model
in the simulations) profiles are compared against data ob-
tained by CARPT. In churn-turbulent flow regime (Figs.6a,
c and e), kinetic energy profiles typically exhibit a maximum
around the cross-over point for the time-averaged liquid
axial velocity, due to large gradients and large fluctuations
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the radial profiles of the axial liquid velocity obtained from simulations with experimental data (Degaleesan, 1997) measured by
CARPT for (a) 0.14 m diameter column operated atUg = 0.096 m s−1; (b) 0.19 m diameter column operated atUg = 0.02 m s−1; (c) 0.19 m diameter
column operated atUg = 0.12 m s−1; (d) 0.44 m diameter column operated atUg = 0.02 m s−1; (e) 0.44 m diameter column operated atUg = 0.10 m s−1.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the radial profiles of the axial liquid velocity ob-
tained from simulations by “tweaked” mean bubble size with experimental
data (Degaleesan, 1997) measured by CARPT.

in the liquid velocity. In the bubbly regime this effect is not
very significant (because of suppressed turbulence) and the
liquid turbulent kinetic energy is practically flat as a func-
tion of radius. These effects are clearly captured in the sim-
ulation results presented inFigs. 6b and d. For all the cases,
the simulations with BPBE implemented give better predic-
tion of data especially in the churn-turbulent flow regime.
The impact of different breakup and coalescence closures
is again not significant for turbulent kinetic energy predic-
tion. Turbulent kinetic energy obtained from the two-phase
k–� formulation arises from the turbulence microscale, while
that obtained from experiments like CARPT arises from the
larger scales. (For example, it is estimated that the “CARPT
tracer particle” cannot respond to the turbulence fluctuations
above 20–25 Hz in frequency.) It seems that a meaningful
comparison of kinetic energy cannot be made as they are not
of the same scale. However, as illustrated bySanyal et al.
(1999), in the present type of axisymmetric simulations, the
“turbulent” kinetic energy (i.e., all the flow energy that is not
due to the mean flow) is forced to represent the large scale
turbulent kinetic energy as measured by CARPT. In other
words, the 2D axisymmetric simulation indicates all the tur-
bulence time scales smaller than the total averaging time to
contribute to the turbulent kinetic energy at the “microscale”
(hence, captured by thek–� model). One also should expect
a reasonable comparison of the overall kinetic energy pro-
files if the mean velocity profile and gas holdup profile are
reasonably predicted.

In Fig. 7 the typical time-and-azimuthally averaged gas
holdup profiles in churn turbulent flow regime computed
based on various closures ofTable 2 are compared. In
Fig. 7, comparison of the simulation with data obtained by
Computed Tomography (CT). This also shows the assump-
tion of cylindrical axisymmetry in the computation prevents
lateral motion of the dispersed gas phase and leads to an

unrealistic gas holdup distribution wherein a maximum
holdup is away from the centerline, which is also reported
by other authors (e.g.Krishna et al., 2000). In order to get rid
of this “hump” profile, full three-dimensional simulation is
necessary to obtain more realistic radial gas holdup profiles
as will be shown in a subsequent communication. The pre-
dicted gas holdup obtained from constant mean bubble size
simulation is higher in the core region and lower in the wall
region than that obtained from simulation with BPBE im-
plemented. One of the reasons could be due to the fact that
the local mean bubble size in the core region is larger than
in the wall region, which is captured by BPBE, as illustrated
in Figs. 8a and b. In the core region of the bubble column,
gas holdup is higher, while dissipation rate is lower, which
results in larger bubbles because of the higher coalescence
rate and lower breakup rate. On the other hand, gas holdup
is lower while dissipation rate is higher in the wall region,
which results in smaller bubbles because of the lower coa-
lescence rate and higher breakup rate. Although the effects
of breakup and coalescence closures on the predicted gas
holdup, liquid axial velocity and kinetic energy are not sig-
nificant, their effect on the predicted Sauter mean bubble
size is apparent (seeFig. 8b). In Fig. 9, the effect of breakup
and coalescence closure on the bubble volume-based
p.d.f. is illustrated. It can be seen that the effect of these
drastically different breakup models (Luo and Svendsen,
1996; Martínez-Bazán et al., 1999a,b) are substantial.
Martínez-Bazán et al.’s (1999a,b)model produces signifi-
cantly fewer smallest bubbles and more largest bubbles, and
the bubble size distribution is significantly narrower as com-
pared to the one whenLuo and Svendsen’s (1996)model is
applied. Rigorous local experiments are needed in order to
test these available breakup and coalescence closures.

In Figs. 10a and b the computed time averaged inter-
facial area density is displayed. The effect of BPBE on
the computed interfacial area density, which is of great in-
terest in bubble column industrial operation, is significant
(∼ 100% difference). Uniformately, there is no experimen-
tal data available at present for the interfacial area density
distribution. The significant difference between the simu-
lated interfacial area results mentioned earlier suggests that
BPBE may be necessary when gas–liquid transfer needs to
be considered.

One would expect that without well-predicted gas holdup
profile, the bubble size distribution profile and Sauter mean
bubble diameter cannot be accurately predicted because gas
holdup is needed in the breakup and coalescence closures.
However, qualitative conclusions may still be possible. In
Fig. 11 the computed evolution of the local Sauter mean
bubble diameter along the centerline of the column is illus-
trated. In churn turbulent flow regime, the Sauter mean bub-
ble diameters are stabilized after 1–2 column diameters as
the breakup and coalescence reach equilibrium, while this is
not the case in bubbly flow. Moreover, it seems that the coa-
lescence rates are over-predicted in the bubbly flow regime.
This is expected because the bubble net birth rate is roughly
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the radial profiles of the kinetic energy obtained from simulations with experimental data measured by (Degaleesan, 1997) CARPT
for (a) 0.14 m diameter column operated atUg = 0.096 m s−1; (b) 0.19 m diameter column operated atUg = 0.02 m s−1; (c) 0.19 m diameter column
operated atUg = 0.12 m s−1; (d) 0.44 m diameter column operated atUg = 0.02 m s−1; (e) 0.44 m diameter column operated atUg = 0.10 m s−1.

proportional to−K1�g�1/3 + K2�1/3 exp(−K3�1/3)�g ac-
cording to the current breakup and coalescence models used
in this work. The exponential dependence of the coalescence

rate (i.e.,K2�1/3 exp(−K3�1/3)�g) on the local turbulent
dissipation rate leads to coalescence dominating the bubbly
flow simulation. However, the used breakup and coalescence
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ameter for 0.19 m diameter column operated at (a)Ug = 0.02 m s−1; (b)
Ug = 0.12 m s−1.
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models are developed based on bubbles immersed in a highly
turbulent field which may not be applicable in bubbly flow. It
seems that improved breakup and coalescence closures both
in bubbly flow regime and churn-turbulent flow are needed
for different reasons (under-prediction of breakup in churn-
turbulent flow and over- prediction of coalescence in bubbly
flow). On the other hand, as illustrated earlier, one may not
need to implement BPBE in the bubbly flow regime simu-
lation at all as the bubble size distribution is narrow and all
that is needed is the prediction of mean bubble size.

In Figs. 12a and b, the evolution of cross-sectional bubble
class volume based p.d.f. is presented. For churn-turbulent
flow (Ug =0.096 and 0.10 m/s), the bubble class distribution
stabilized after 1.5–3 column diameter. It seems that the
bubble size distribution in bigger diameter column needs
more height to reach a stable profile (0.60 in 0.44 m diameter
column and 0.40 in 0.14 m diameter column forUg about
0.10 m s−1), however, the effect is not significant.

5. Conclusions

Reasonable agreement was obtained between the experi-
mental data and two-dimensional axisymmetric simulations
for the time-averaged axial liquid velocity profiles, as well as
for the kinetic energy profiles. It is found that the model pre-
dicted coalescence rate and breakup rate are out of balance
by an order of magnitude (the former being the larger). To
match experimental evidence the breakup rate was increased
by a factor of 10. The unrealistic time-averaged gas holdup
profiles arise due to the nature of two-dimensional axisym-
metric simulations and suggest that full three-dimensional
simulation is needed. Better agreement with data is ob-
tained with the BPBE implemented, especially in the churn-
turbulent flow regime, compared with the simulation using
a constant mean bubble size. The difference in predicted
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interfacial area densities, with and without BPBE imple-
mented, is significant. The choice of current available bubble
breakup and coalescence closures does not have significant
impact on the simulated results. However, implementation
of BPBE is necessary for churn-turbulent flow simulation
when interfacial area density information is important.

Notation

a breakup frequency, s−1

b coalescence frequency, s−1

c dimensionless constant in Eqs. (15) and (16),
c = 0.4

cB dimensionless constant in Eq. (8),c ≈ 0.923
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cf coefficient of surface area increase,cf =f
2/3
BV +

(1 − fBV )2/3 − 1
CD drag coefficient, dimensionless
d, dB bubble diameter, m
dh sparger orifice diameter, m
ds bubble diameter at the sparger, m
D∗ dimensionless daughter bubble diameter,D∗ =

D/D0
D∗

max maximum dimensionless daughter bubble diam-
eter,D∗

max = [1 − (Dmin/D0)
3]1/3

D∗
min minimum dimensionless daughter bubble diam-

eter,D∗
min = (12�/(��l ))

3/2D
−5/2
0 �−1

f bubble number density function
f ∗ daughter bubble p.d.f. function
fBV volume fraction of parent bubble in one daughter

bubble, dimensionless
Fkl interfacial momentum exchange term, N m−3

g gravity, m2 s−1

h film thickness between coalescing bubbles, m
Kg dimensionless constant in Eq. (9)
m mean number of daughter bubbles produced by

breakup, dimensionless
Md drag force per unit volume, N m−3

n,N number density of bubble class, m−3

Nw in Eq. (21),Nw = We/Fr1/2 = d1.5
o Ugh�lg

0.5

�
P pressure, Pa
PC coalescence efficiency, dimensionless
Pd daughter bubble p.d.f.
r bubble radius, m
Re local bubble Reynolds number, dimensionless,

Re = db|ul − ug|�l/�l

S source term, s−1

Si source term, m−3 s−1

ūi , ūj bubble turbulent velocity, m s−1

ūij bubble approaching turbulent velocity, m s−1

u velocity, m s−1

u′ velocity fluctuation, m s−1

v, v′ bubble volume, m3

Ug superficial gas velocity, m s−1

Ugh gas velocity at the sparger holes, m s−1

t time, s

3We Webber number, dimensionless,We= �c(�d)
2/3d

2�
x position vector
xi diameter ofith bubble tracked in BPBE, m

Greek letters

� void fraction, dimensionless
� dimensionless constant in Eqs. (8) and (9)
� fraction to be reassigned to nearby bubble

classes, dimensionless
� turbulence energy dissipation rate, m2 s−3

� collision rate, m−3 s−1

	 arriving eddy size, m

 dimensionless critical diameter,
 = Dc/D0 =

(12�/(��l ))
3/5�−2/5D−1

0
� dynamic viscosity, kg m−1 s−1

� di/dj or 	/d, dimensionless
�i,j defined in Eq. (19)
� density, kg m−3

� surface tension, N m−1

 shear stress tensor, Pa
�B breakup rate, m−3 s−1

Subscripts

b bubble
c continuous phase
d dispersed phase
g gas phase index
i, j bubble class
k phase index
l liquid phase
p particle

Superscripts

i bubble class index
p pressure change
ph phase change
r reaction
T turbulence
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